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Abstract
The purpose of the paper is to develop further a projection variational
approach in relativistic hydrodynamics. The approach, previously proposed
in [gr-qc/9908032], is based on the variation of the vector field and the projec-
tion tensor (instead of the given metric tensor) and their first partial deriva-
tives. The previously proved property of non-commutativity of the variation
and the partial derivative in respect to the projection tensor has been used
to find all the variations. Subsequently, motivated by some analogy with the
well-known (3+1) ADM projection formalism, an assumption has been made
about a zero-covariant derivative of the projection tensor in respect to the
projection connection. The combination of the equations for the variations of
the projective tensor with covariant and contravariant indices has lead to the
derivation of an important and concisely written relation: the derivative of
the vector field length is equal to the ”twice” projected along the vector field
initial Christoffell connection. The result is of interest due to the following
reasons: 1. It is a more general one and contains in itself a well-known for-
mulae in affine differential geometry for the so called equiaffine connections
(admitting covariantly conserved tensor fields), for which the trace of the con-
nection is equal to the gradient of the logarithm of the vector field length.
2. The additional term is the projected (with the projection tensor) initially
given connection and accounts for the influence of the reference system on
the change of the vector field’s length, measured in this system. 3. The for-
mulae has been obtained within the proposed formalism of non-commuting
variation and partial derivative.
I. INTRODUCTION.
A key object in relativistic hydrodynamics is the energy -momentum ten-
sor, which by the nature of its physical foundations should embody in itself
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not only the properties of the gravitational field, but also the mechanical
properties of matter (in the monograph [1] called also ”a continuum” and
having a more concrete meaning - matter should not be described by means
of a discrete model). For example, if according to the ”continuous” model
to each particle of the matter a four-velocity vector uican be assigned, then
the energy-momentum tensor is defined as
Tij ≡ µuiuj − Sij , (1)
where µ is the proper density of energy (or mass) and Sij is the stress ten-
sor, accounting for the action of tension (or surface forces). The idea that
such tension forces can contribute to the energy of the system ”gravitational
field and matter” is an old one. In [2], even in the case of Post-Newtonian
approximation, the tension forces have been accounted by taking into consid-
eration the elastic energy of potential deformation, and relating this energy
to the large-scale translational and rotational motion of matter in the poten-
tial field, created by the gravitational field. In [3] it has been suggested that
the stress tensor is nothing else, but the ”twice” projected energy-momentum
tensor
Sik ≡ pilTlmpmk (2)
where pil denotes the so-called projection tensor
pil ≡ δil +
1
c2
uiuk (3)
Since the four-vector uiis defined as ui ≡
dxi
dτ
and dτ ≡
√
1− v
2
c2
is the proper
time in the comoving frame of the particle, u can naturally be assumed to
be a time-like, unit-normalized vector. In [4], the more interesting conse-
quence from this assumption has been shown - the projection tensor pil can
be regarded as a metric tensor in the subspace, orthogonal to the vector u.
It is important to realize that although this is conceived as something
very natural, the metricity of the projection tensor turns out to play a cru-
cial role, and not surprisingly, it is present in many papers, including most
recent ones. For example, in [5] a set of three Lagrangian space-dimensional
coordinates ξa = ξa(x) (a = 1, 2, 3) had been assigned, and a metric in the
three-dimensional ”material” space is introduced
Gab := gµνξaµξ
b
ν ;µ, ν = 1, 2, 3, 4 (4)
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where ξaµ ≡ ∂µξ
a. The metric Gab enables one to measure the distances
between adjacent particles in the medium. In fact, the idea about the ”ma-
terial” metric is an old one [6] and the analogy originates from continuous
mechanics, where Christoffell symbols have been introduced to describe the
medium’s mechanical properties in curvilinear coordinates. In the case of
gravitational theory, this turns out to be a second metric, besides the initially
given space-time metric. Similar to [4], in [5] it has also been assumed that
the velocity vector field u is a future oriented, time-like and unit-normalized
vector, orthogonal to ξaµ :
uµξaµ ≡ 0 and u
µuµ = −1 (5)
Note, however that although ξaµ is defined on a three-dimensional (coordinate)
subspace, orthogonal to the vector field, it is not yet a projection tensor. But
this might happen if an idempotent endomorphism of the tangent space onto
the same space is defined, according to which
pαβp
β
γ ≡ p
α
γ (6)
which is of course a typical property of the projection operator and is also a
consequence of the defining equation (3). In the case when the vector field is
not unit-normalized and has a lenght e = uµuµ, the projection tensor should
be defined as
pµν ≡ gµν −
1
e
uµuν (7)
and the above definition will be used further in the paper.
It is important to mention that the projection tensor definition in [7] and
in the subsequent papers [8-11] is no longer related to any time-like velocity
vector field, unlike the approach for example in [12-13]. In these papers, in
view of tracing the time dependence of the relativistic internal energy and
projecting the energy-momentum conservation condition ∇βT
αβ ≡ 0 onto a
three-dimensional space-like hypersurface, such an assumption has naturally
been preserved. But in a more general context and from a mathematical
point of view [8, 9], the definition is given in terms of a (4+n)−dimensional
manifoldM with a tensor field γ, assigning a mapping of the tangent space Tx
onto the same space, a set of linearly independent deformation form fields θ(A)
and also an additional tensor field H , called a gauge. The entity (M, γ, θ(A))
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is known as a deformation. For all of them the following conditions are
fulfilled for γ and θ(A):
γθ(A) ≡ 0 (8)
dθ(A) ≡ 0 (9)
and the following conditions - for the gauge H (can be identified with the
projection tensor):
HabH
b
c ≡ H
a
c and HabH
bc ≡ Hca (10)
Hab γ
bc ≡ γac. (11)
More important, however, is that only in a special coordinate chart - the
aligned chart, it is possible to have
Hαβ ≡ δ
α
β . (12)
In other words, if Hαγ ≡ pαγ , because of (10) and (12) the equality
pαγp
γβ ≡ pβα ≡ H
β
α ≡ δ
β
α (13)
will be fulfilled, meaning that only in the particular aligned coordinate chart
the projection tensor has a well-defined inverse one. In the general case
(as can be seen from (7))), an inverse projection tensor will not exist, but
in some special case it can be achieved. A typical example is the well-
known Arnowitt-Deser-Misner (ADM) (3+1) decomposition of space-time
[14, 15]. The ADM approach is nothing else but a special kind of a projection
approach, in which identification of components of the vector field (in ADM
notations -Ni) with certain components of the initial metric or the projection
tensor is made according to the following substitutions [14, 15] (i, j = 1, 2, 3)
goo ≡ −(N
2 −NiN
i) goo ≡ −
1
N2
(14)
gij ≡ pij g
ij ≡ pij −
N iN j
N2
(15)
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goi ≡ Ni g
oi ≡
N i
N2
(16)
Since the formulaes are well-known and widely applicable, it is more im-
portant to undestand the advantages of such a substitution, from the stand-
point of a more general projection theory, which is believed that should
exist (for some classical aspects,see also [16, 17]). First, note that from (15)
pijp
jk ≡ δki , which follows also from NiN
i ≡ N2 and NiN
k ≡ δki . As a result,
the projection tensor has a well defined inverse one. The last fact, although
not commented at all, has been correctly noted also in [18]. Second, from (15)
it follows that if the inilially given metric has zero covariant derivative, then
the projection tensor has also this property, and moreover, this property is
valid for the projection tensor with covariant and contravariant indices. But
it should be stressed that this is a consequence of the substitutions (14-16),
due to which the ADM formalism should be regarded as a partial case of a
more general formalism.
Note also that in the most general case, the definition of a metric (also -
the projection metric) is not related to the existence of an inverse tensor and
in this sense it has a more restricted meaning. For example, within the class
of the so called theories with covariant and contravariant metrics and affine
connections [19], a covariant and a contravariant projection metric can be
defined, in spite of the fact, that an inverse projection tensor may not exist.
Perhaps it should be mentioned that in [20- 22] in an analogous to (4) way
a projection metric on a three dimensional subspace has been introduced,
but with assigned on it space-like Lagrangian coordinates. Of course, this
assumption is needed in this particular case of application of the formalism
of Lagrangian coordinates, but it is not a consequence of the projection
approach in gravitational theory in its most general aspects. As it can be
seen [19], for the introduction of a projection metric, defined by means of the
action of the contraction operator on two vector field from one and the same
vector space, the only assumption that is needed is about the existence of a
non-null vector field, defined over some differentiable manifold. The applied
projectional approach in this paper will use this definition, allowing a vector
field of a more general type. Moreover, the manifold may be assumed to
be of an arbitrary dimension, and the projection formalism can be therefore
generalized for the case of a p− dimensional submanifold, orthogonal to the
complimentary (n − p)- submanifold [23]. Such a model can turn to be
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useful in multidimensional cosmological models, including ”brane” physics.
However, this remains out of the scope of the present paper.
II. OUTLINE OF THE METHOD IN THE PRESENT
PAPER
The above analyses aims to show the necessity of a more general projec-
tion approach, based on the following assumptions:
1. The vector field u is assumed to be an arbitrary, non-null vector field.
2. The projection tensor does not have an inverse one, which means that
as a result of (7) and the existence of an inverse initial metric tensor gαβ, the
following relation between the covariant and the contravariant components
of the projection tensor and the vector field is fulfilled:
pmkp
ik ≡ δim −
1
e
uium. (17)
Two more relations shall constitute the basic equations, extensively used
further in the text - the relation, expressing the orthogonality of the vector
field u in respect to the projective tensor, written in the form:
1
e
ukuipkm ≡ 0, (18)
and also the relation for the Riemannian initial metric gik - zero covariant
derivative ∇αgµν ≡ 0 (∇α− a covariant derivative in respect to the initial
Christoffel connection Γsij). It can be expressed as an nonlinear equation
between the vector field u, the projective tensor field pik and their first partial
derivatives:
∂jgik ≡ gs(kΓ
s
i)j (19)
and a separate equation for the metric tensor with contravariant compo-
nents:
∂jg
ki ≡ −gs(kΓ
i)
sj. (20)
It follows also that
∇αpµν = −∇α(
1
e
uµuν) 6= 0. (21)
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Evidently, this covariant derivative will be zero if ∇αuµ = 0, but the last
would mean that a special kind of transport of the vector field u has been
assumed. Of course, the covariant derivative of pµν (denoted by ∇˜) in respect
to the so called projection connection Γ˜γαµ is also different from zero, where
Γ˜γαµ is defined in the standard way as
Γ˜rαµ ≡
1
2
prs(∂αpµs + ∂µpαs − ∂rpαµ). (22)
Note that the projection connection does not have the properties of the
Christoffell connection because it is defined by means of a non-metrical pro-
jection tensor , not having an inverse one.
In [24-preceeding paper] a projection approach has been proposed, and
also some reasoning from a physical point of view for constructing a varia-
tional formalism for a Lagrangian of the kind
L = L(pmk, p
mk, ∂jpmk, ∂jp
mk, uk,u
k, ∂juk, ∂
juk) (23)
has been given . The Lagrangian (23) is in fact derived from the standard
gravitational Lagrangian, decomposed according to (7). A basic feature of
this projection variational approach is that an account has been taken of
the form variations of all vector and tensor quantities with covariant and
contravariant indices and their first partial derivatives. The approach is sim-
ilar to that in [25-27], where variations have been taken also of (generally
- non-metric) tensor fields of a mixed type with covariant and contravari-
ant indices. In the present paper, the role of the non-metric tensor field is
played by the projection tensor and its first partial derivatives, but another
choice is made of taking the variations of the projection tensor with covari-
ant and separately - with contravariant components. The choice obviously is
dictated by the gravitational Lagrangian decomposition. Unlike the investi-
gation in [25-27], where the non-metric tensor fields were not specified or just
assumed to be the components of the affine connection, here the non-metric
fields are the projected components pµν of the metric tensor gµν in respect to
the vector field u, which is related to matter and therefore to the reference
system. In [25-27] also variations of the metric tensor (naturally,only with
covariant componets) and its partial derivatives have been accounted . In the
present case, however, variations of gµν are not to be taken account, because
the variation itself is applied after the Lagrangian decomposition has been
performed. Instead of gµν , variations of the vector field with covariant and
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contravariant components will be taken. From a physical point of view, the
inclusion of the vector field u from the gravitational part of the Lagrangian
in the variational approach may have serious physical implications, at least
because there will be an additional equation of motion for the vector field.
Performing the form (or functional) variation means that the variational
operator acts on the Lagrangian action functional just by acting only on the
under-integral expression, and not on the volume element
δL ≡ δ
[∫
L(pmk, p
mk, ∂jpmk, ∂jp
mk, uk,u
k, ∂juk, ∂
juk)d4x
]
=
=
∫
δL(pmk, ....., ∂
juk)d4x = 0. (24)
This is a peculiar feature of the form - variational operator, which is
understood as the difference between the functional values, taken at one and
the same point.
δpij ≡ p
′
ij(x)− pij(x). (25)
This is unlike the the total variational operator, defined as
δui(x) ≡ u
′
i(x
′
)− ui(x), (26)
where the prime sign ”′ ” means that both the argument x and the functional
values are being varied. The total variational operator acts in a more special
way on the whole action functional and on the volume element particularly.
In spite of the fact that in gravitational theory mainly the form-variation is
applied (for some mathematical aspects - see [28]), the total variational oper-
ator may also play a signifficant role in a theory, where a unit volume (mat-
ter) element is subjected to an expansion, motion and deformation. Since
these physical processes are related to the introduced in the theory rota-
tion tensor, deformation and expansion tensors [4], it is clear that in such a
”form non-invariant” theory after performing a total variation of the gravi-
tational Lagrangian there will be an additional contribution (compared with
the form-variated Lagrangian), expressable in terms of the above mentioned
variables. An interesting definition of the form-variation from a purely math-
ematical point of view as a sequence of the ”non-commuting” functional, Lie
and covariant variations is given also in [29]. But since this is a more subtle
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and complicated subject, this will be treated in another paper. In this pa-
per, for convenience the symbol δ will denote everywhere a form (functional)
variation.
The result of the form-variation in (24) will be the equation
δL(pmk, ....., ∂
juk) ≡ 0 (i.e. equal to zero under-integral expression ),
written as:
δL
δpmk
δpmk +
δL
δ∂jpmk
δ∂jpmk +
δL
δpmr
δpmr +
δL
δ∂jpmr
δ∂jp
mr+
+
δL
δuk
δuk +
δL
δ∂juk
δ∂juk +
δL
δuk
δuk +
δL
δ∂juk
δ∂ju
k ≡ 0. (27)
In order to write down the corresponding equations of motion for the
independent variables pik and ui, all variations should be explicitely written.
In the usual variational approach of gravitational theory, this is trivial , since
it is normal to assume that the variation and the partial derivative commute,
provided however that connection form-variation is zero [24]. But also in [24]
it has been proved that in the case of projection gravitational theory, this is
much more complicated since the variation and the the partial derivative do
not commute. The exact expression for the different from zero commutator
[δ, ∂j ] pik has also been found, and it will be used in Section III.
It is the purpose of the present paper to express all the other variations in
(27), and this requires the computation of all the variations not only of the
projection tensor and the vector field with covariant indices, but also with
contravariant ones. This has been performed in Section III, using the initial
set of defining equations (17-18), and also the formulae for the vector field’s
length e = uku
k. Moreover, combining all the variations and noticing that
some of them can be expressed through others, it turned out to be possible to
express all of them only through variations of δut, δpik and ∂jδut (or ∂jδut,
which is the same, since ∂j and δ commute in respect to the vector field
u). The derived expressions will be the starting point for constructing the
adequate variational formalism and finding the conserved quantities in the
subsequent paper.
Motivated from the given in the Introduction reasoning about the im-
portance to consider the case of zero covariant derivative of the projection
tensor (in respect to the projection connection) and the analogy made with
the three-dimensional projection tensor in the ADM formalism, being de-
fined on a three dimensional Riemannian subspace of the initially given four
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dimensional space, some relations between the variations have been found
in section IV , V and VI under the above particular assumption. Note that
there is no full analogy with the ADM case, because no substitutions like
those in (16-18) have been made. Due to this the result obtained in the end
of section VI is not known from the ADM formalism. In a sense, it may be ad-
mitted that the ADM approach admits a more general freedom in the theory,
because the vector field is not assumed to be necessarily orthogonal to the
three-dimensional hypersurface (subspace), as it is required in the projection
approach, used here. The formulaes are valid also for an arbitary-dimensional
space-time, and yet no 3+1 decomposition has been performed. But in the
case of a (3+1) decomposition, the derived formulaes can be used to check
whether the ADM formalism can be obtained as a limiting case of the more
general approach, presented so far. This is an interesting investigation, also
not presented in this paper.
Section IV will deal with the variations of the projection tensor with
covariant components, making an extensive use of all the formulaes in Section
III. At the end, a relation between the projection and initial connections will
be obtained.
In Section V the projection connection variation will be found, and the
approach will be based on the fact that in the proposed projection variation
approach different results may be obtained if at first two systems of equations
are combined, and after that the variation is taken, in comparison with an
approach, when first the variations of the two equations are taken, and only
after that the obtained equations are combined. The obtained result will be
possible to be written in two ways. In the second way, no divergent term will
be present but just the variations of the initial connection, the vector field
and the projection tensor.
Section VI, similarly to Section IV, will be devoted to finding the varia-
tions also of the projection tensor, but with contravariant components. Al-
though the approach will be the same as that in IV, the result about the
expressed projection connection will make it possible to obtain an equation,
expressing the relation between only the vector field and the projection tensor
variations. Since the two variations are independent, the expressions before
them have to be zero, and from one of the expressions an important relation
for the vector field derivative will be obtained in a very concise form. The
significance of the obtained relation will be discussed in the conclusion part
of the paper.
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III. VARIATIONS OF FIRST-ORDER DERIVATIVES OF
THE VECTOR FIELD AND
THE PROJECTION TENSOR
In order to implement the projectional variational formalism in the in-
vestigated gravitational theory, using as basic variables the projection tensor
field with covariant and contravariant components, it is necessary to find all
the variations δ∂ju
k and δ∂jp
ik of the first derivatives of the vector field uk
and the projection tensor pik with contravariant components. In order to
find the variation δ∂ju
k for example, the commutator [δ, ∂j ] will be applied
to the equation ukpmk ≡ 0 and as a result it can be derived
pmkδ∂ju
k ≡ −(∂ju
k)δpmk − (∂jpmk)δu
k − ukδ∂jpmk. (28)
Our aim will be to find also an expression for 1
e
umukδ∂ju
k, which, if
summed up with (28) and subsequently contracted, will give the required
expression for δ∂ju
k. This can be done by applying the commutator [δ, ∂j ]
to the equation
pmrp
rk ≡ δkm −
1
e
ukum. (29)
The resulting equation, multiplied by uk, is
1
e
umukδ∂ju
k ≡ −ukδ∂j(pmrp
rk)−uk∂j(
1
e
um)δu
k−eδ∂j(
1
e
um)−uk(∂ju
k)δ(
1
e
um).
(30)
If (28) and (30) are summed up and contracted with gms, an expression can
be obtained, which contains the other undetermined yet variation δ∂jp
ik. In
order to avoid this, a more reasonable choice can be performed by applying
the commutator [δ, ∂j ] to the equation
e = uku
k (31)
Taking into account that δ and ∂j commute when applied to the scalar quan-
tity e, i.e.
[δ, ∂j ] e ≡ 0 (32)
the following expression can be obtained (multiplied with 1
e
um)
11
1e
umukδ∂ju
k ≡ −
1
e
umu
kδ∂juk +
1
e
umu
k∂jδuk +
1
e
umuk∂jδu
k. (33)
Now, summing up (28) and (32) and contracting with gms, we obtain the
final expression for δ∂ju
s:
δ∂ju
s ≡ −gmsukδ∂jpmk−g
ms∂ju
kδpmk−(∂jpmk)g
msδuk−
1
e
usukδ∂juk+
1
e
us∂jδe.
(34)
As can be noted, this expression does not contain variations of first-order
derivatives of the projective tensor with contravariant indices.
Following the same described above procedure and applying the commu-
tator [δ, ∂j ] to the equations
pmkuk ≡ 0 and p
mkpks ≡ δ
m
s −
1
e
umus, (35)
an expression for the other variation δ∂jp
mr can be derived:
δ∂jp
mr ≡ −∂j
[
δ(
1
e
)umur
]
+ [(∂ju
r)um − gsrum∂jus] δ(
1
e
)−
−(
1
e
ur∂juk + g
sr∂jpks)δp
mk − gsrpmkδ∂jpks−
−gsr∂jp
mkδpks − g
sr∂j(
1
e
us)δu
m −
1
e
urδ∂ju
m−
−
[
gkr∂j(
1
e
um) +
1
e
ur∂jp
mk
]
δuk −
1
e
[
u(rgm)k +
1
e
urumuk
]
δ∂juk. (36)
Now it remains to find the variations δpmr and δuk. Again, taking the vari-
ations of equations (35) and then summing up, it can be found
δpmr ≡ −
2
e
urgmkδuk −
1
e
ur(gmk −
1
e
umuk)δu
k − gsrpmkδpks. (37)
In the same way, after taking the variations of the equations
12
pmku
k ≡ 0 and e ≡ uku
k, (38)
the following formulae can be obtained
δuk ≡ −ur(gmk +
1
e
ukum)δpmr ≡ −u
rgmkδpmr. (39)
where the last term in (39) has dissappeared because due to the orthogonality
of the vector field and the projection field the following relation is fulfilled
urumδpmr ≡ 0. (40)
Formulae (39) is convenient since it expresses a variation of a contravari-
ant quantity only through the variation of a covariant projection tensor. If
(39) is substituted into (37) for δpmr, again in the right-hand side only vari-
ations of covariant quantities will be present
δpmr ≡ −
2
e
urgmkδuk − p
rspmkδpks. (41)
In the preceeding paper [24] the following expression has been found for
the commutator [δ, ∂j ] pmr
[δ, ∂j ] pmr ≡ girgmk∂j
[
δpik + δ(
1
e
uiuk)
]
+ ∂jδpmr +
+gk(r
[
psigm)i +
1
e
um)u
s
]
δΓksj +
1
e
gl(rum)Γ
l
kjδu
k +
+Γlsjgl(r
[
1
e
ukum)δ
s
n +
1
e
usungm)k
]
δpnk −
−gl(rg
npppm)Γ
l
sjg
skδpnk −
1
e2
Γlnjgl(rum)u
nukδuk. (42)
This formulae contains also variations of the contravariant quantities δuk
and δpnk, but one can substitute formulaes (39) and (41) to find the expres-
sion for δ∂jpmr, expressed also through only variations of covariant quantities
δ∂jpmr ≡ −∂j
[
1
e
um(2g
t
r +
1
e
utur)δut
]
+ΓsjkP
tk
rmsδut+gs(rg
k
m)δΓ
s
kj+Γ
s
jkG
pkq
srmδppq,
(43)
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where P tkrms is expression (A2) in Appendix A and G
pkq
srm is the following
expression:
Gpkqrms ≡ g
kpg
q
(mgr)s + g
p
sg
k
(rg
q
m) − gs(rg
p
m)g
kq −
1
2
gs(rum)u
qgpk. (44)
Since the expression for δ∂jpmr enters equation (36) for δ∂jp
mr, the last one
can easily be found to be
δ∂jp
mr ≡W tmrj δut + V
tmr∂jδut + Y
pqmr
j δppq + Z
rmq
p δΓ
p
jq, (45)
where W tmrj , V
tmr, Y pqmrj and Z
rmq
p are given in Appendix A - formulaes
(A1) and (A3-A5) respectively.
And the last expression to be given is the one for δ∂ju
m (34), which is
found to be (after using all the above derived expressions)
δ∂ju
m ≡ ∂j
[
3
e
utumδut
]
− (gmrus + g
m
s u
r)δΓsrj + A
pqm
j δppq +B
tm
j δut, (46)
where Apq and Bt in (46) denote the following expressions:
A
pqm
j ≡
1
e
um∂juru
qppr + Γsjr
[
−gpsu
(rgq)m +
e
2
gpq(gms +
1
e
umus)
]
(47)
Btmj ≡
3
e
(upg
mq+uqgmp )u
tΓpqj−Γ
p
jqg
s
pg
mkurP
tq
rks−
1
e
∂ju
rum(2gtr+
1
e
utur). (48)
IV. VARIATIONS IN THE CASE OF ZERO-COVARIANT
DERIVATIVE OF THE PROJECTION TENSOR (WITH
COVARIANT INDICES)
The assumption about a projection tensor with a zero-covariant derivative
in respect to the projection connection means that besides all the variation
formulaes in the preceeding section, two more conditions are being imposed,
from which again some relations between the variations can be found. The
first condition is for zero covariant derivative of the projection tensor with
covariant indices
∇˜jpmr ≡ 0 ≡ ∂jpmr − ps(mΓ˜
s
r)j , (49)
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and the second condition is the analogous one, but for the projection tensor
field with contravariant indices
∇˜jp
mr ≡ 0 ≡ ∂jp
mr − ps(rΓ˜
m)
sj . (50)
In this section only the first condition shall be investigated. Note that
while in standard Riemannian geometry (49) will be satisfied if the usual
formulae for the Christoffell connections is used (the two formulaes are a
consequence of one another), here this will not happen, because the projec-
tion tensor does not have an inverse one. Consequently, after formulae (22)
for the projection connection Γ˜srj is substituted into (49), one obtains:
1
2e
ulu(m
[
∂r)pjl + ∂jpr)l − ∂lpr)j
]
≡ 0, (51)
which is fulfilled when
ul [∂rpjl + ∂jprl − ∂lprj ] ≡ 0. (52)
After taking the variation of this equation, with account also of the variations
(39) and (43), the following equation can be obtained:
[
−2uqΓ˜prj + u
lFmnαjlr G
pkq
snm
]
δppq + u
lFmnαjlr gs(mg
k
n)δΓ
s
kα +H
t
rjδut−
− ∂α
[
1
e
ulFmnαjlr um(2g
t
n +
1
e
utun)δut
]
≡ 0, (53)
where Fmnαjlr denotes the following expression:
Fmnαjlr ≡ g
m
j g
n
l g
α
r + g
m
r g
n
l g
α
j − g
m
r g
n
l g
α
j , (54)
Gpkqsnm is given by (44) and H
t
rj is the expression
H trj ≡ u
l(ΓsrkP
tk
ljs + Γ
s
jkP
tk
lrs − Γ
s
lkP
tk
jrs) + H˜
t
rj (55)
H˜ trj ≡
1
e
[
(∂(ru
t)uj) + (∂(ru
(tuj)u
n)un − 2(∂αu
α)urg
t
j −
1
e
(∂αu
α)uturuj
]
.
(56)
Simple calculations give also that
ulFmnαjlr gs(mg
k
n)δΓ
s
kα ≡ 2usδΓ
s
jr (57)
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and the divergent term (the last term in (53) is found to be
Srj ≡ −∂α
[
1
e
(−2ptju
αur + 3p
α
r u
tuj + 3g
α
j uru
t)δut
]
. (58)
The expression, standing in front of the variation δppq in (53) (the first
term ) can be calculated to be
uq
[
2Γpjr − 2Γ˜
p
jr +
1
2
gpkul(Γsklgs(jur) − Γ
s
krgs(luj) − Γ
s
kjgs(lur))
]
(59)
If we assume that the variation and the partial derivative commute in respect
to the metric tensor and therefore δΓsjr ≡ 0, then in view of the independent
variations δut and δppq the expressions (55), (58) and (59), standing in front
of them should be equal to zero. From the last expression, particularly, the
projection connection may be expressed through the full connection and its
projections along the vector field as
Γ˜pjr ≡ Γ
p
jr+
1
4
gpkul(Γsklgs(jur)−Γ
s
krgs(luj)−Γ
s
kjgs(lur)) ≡ Γ
p
jr+
1
2
gpkuru
lΓsk[lgj]s
(60)
Note that the second term is a projected antisymmetric (in the indices l
and j) expression. The last equation, however, should be viewed only as a
possible, but not obligatory choice of the projection connection in the case
of zero-covariant derivative of the projection tensor field and commutation
of the derivative and the variation. The reason for this is simple: Since the
variation δppq does not enter the divergent term (58) and only the variation
δut enters it, equation (53) can be considered as a system of differential
equations in respect to the variation δut. This equation will have a solution
for arbitrary variations δppq, and therefore there will be no need (60) to be
fullfilled. This will be discussed also in the following section.
Nevertheless, a way can be found to express the projective connection
variation through the initially given one. For that purpose, from the equa-
tion, resulting from the initial Riemannian metric
∂jgmk − gs(mΓ
s
k)j ≡ 0, (61)
equation (49) is substracted. As a result, the following equation is ob-
tained
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∂j(
1
e
umuk)− 2gsmHkj ≡ 0. (62)
It is understood that the connection decomposition is
Γskj ≡ Γ˜
s
kj +H
s
kj (63)
and the variations of the covariant and contravariant metric tensors are
δgpq ≡ δppq +
2
e
up(p
t
q −
1
e
utuq)δut (64)
δgms ≡ −gmpgsqδgpq. (65)
Performing the variation of (62), contracting afterwards with gml and making
use of (63-65), it can be obtained after some calculations that
δΓ˜skj ≡ δΓ
s
kj −
1
2
∂j
[
gmsδ(
1
e
umuk)
]
+
1
2
∂j(
1
e
umuk)g
mpgsqδpsq + P˜
tδut, (66)
where P˜ tk is the expression
P˜ tk ≡
1
e
[
gsqum∂j(
1
e
umuk)− g
q
kumg
l(mΓ
s)
lj
]
(ptq −
1
e
utuq). (67)
Unlike equation (60) and the connection variation, which can be derived
from it, equation (66) is always fulfilled, provided the two starting assump-
tions about a Riemannian initial metric and zero-covariant derivative of the
projection tensor are fulfilled.
V. FINDING THE CONNECTION VARIATION AND
EXPRESSING THE DIVERGENT TERM
It would have been very convenient and useful if there is a way to find
the variations δΓskj and δΓ˜
s
kj. For the purpose, the following observation can
be made. In (49-52) use is made first of the equation for the zero-covariant
derivative (49), as a second step - the formulae for the projection connection
is substituted and finally - the variation operator is applied. As a result
equation (53) is obtained. Now, let us proceed in a different way. Let us first
find the variations of equation (49) and of the defining equation (22 ) for the
projection connection, and as a second step, let us combine the two obtained
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(after the variation) equations. The claim which will be made is that the
result which is to be obtained from the two equations will be different from
the already derived equation (53). In such a way, the two independently
derived equations may be combined to obtain the final result.
Indeed, the variation of the projection connection, using the defining
formulae (22 ) , is
δΓ˜kln ≡
1
2
δpkt(∂nplt + ∂lpnt − ∂tpln) +
1
2
pktF
pqα
ltn δ∂αppq, (68)
where F pqαltn is the familiar expression (54) and δp
kt is written again for con-
venience
δpkt ≡ −
2
e
utgksδus − p
tspkrδpsr. (69)
Next, the variation δ∂αppq is to be expressed after performing the variation
of the equation ∂αppq − pr(pΓ˜
r
q)α ≡ 0, as a result of which
δ∂αppq ≡ δpr(pΓ˜
r
q)α + pr(pδΓ˜
r
q)α. (70)
Substituting the last equation into (68), using (69) and transfering all the
terms with δΓ˜
k)
ln in the left-hand side, it is obtained
K
kgh
f ln δΓ˜
f
gh ≡ N
kab
ln δpab −
1
e
utgksF
pqα
ltn (∂αppq)δus, (71)
where the tensor expressions Nkabln and K
kgh
f ln are expressed as follows
Nkabln ≡ p
ktF
pqα
ltn g
a
rg
b
(pΓ˜
r
q)α − p
tapkbF
pqα
ltn ∂αppq (72)
K
kgh
f ln ≡ g
k
fg
g
l g
h
n −
1
2
pf(pF
pqh
ltn g
g
q)p
kt ≡
1
2
[
1
e
g
g
(lg
h
n)u
kuf + g
[g
(npl)fp
h]k
]
. (73)
where the square brackets in the contravariant indices mean antisymmetriza-
tion, i.e. [gh] = gh− hg. Because of the assumption about symmetric initial
and projection connection and the antisymmetrization of the indices g and
h in the second term of (73), this term will not give contribution to the left-
hand side of (71). Therefore, upon contraction with uk from (71) it can be
found
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usδΓ˜
s
kj ≡ −
1
e
umutF
pqα
kmj∂αppqδut. (74)
Substituting the last expression into (66), a relation is obtained only be-
tween the (initial) connection variation and the projection and vector field
variations
2usδΓ
s
kj ≡ ∂jδuk − u
qgmp∂j(
1
e
umuk)δppq−
−
[
1
e
(∂jus)(ukp
ts + usgtk) + 2usP
st
kj +
2
e
umutF
pqα
kmj∂αppq
]
δut. (75)
The expression for usP
st
kj is easily calculated to be
usP
st
kj ≡
1
e2
(∂ju
m)umu
tuk −
1
e
ut∂juk −
2
e
usu
lΓslj(p
t
k −
1
e
utuk). (76)
Notice that in deriving (75) use has not been made of the previously derived
equation (54) for the variations. That is why (75) can be substituted into
(53) to obtain
K
pq
rj δppq +O
t
rjδut + divergent terms ≡ 0, (77)
where
K
pq
rj ≡ u
qppkur
[
ulΓskl − usΓ
s
kj
]
≡ ppkuqulur(∂lgkj − ∂jgkl) (78)
Otrj ≡ H
t
rj −
1
e
(∂jus)(urp
ts + usgtr)− 2usP
st
kj −
2
e
umutF
pqα
kmj∂αppq (79)
and the divergent terms are found to be
Srj + ∂jδur. (80)
As usual, Srj is given by the expression (58). The obtained equation
(77) contains variations only of the vector and the projective fields, but also
a rather complicated divergent term. However, from (53) and (77) a more
simplified expression can be found, in which the part Srjof the divergent term
does not participate
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2usδΓ
s
jr + 2u
q(Γpjr − Γ˜
p
jr)δppq + (H
t
rj − O
t
rj)δut − ∂jδur ≡ 0. (81)
Unlike (77), here the variation δΓsjr is present, but in the following section
this will turn out to be a useful property.
Now let us assume that the variation and the partial derivative commute
in respect to the initial Riemannian metric (for which ∇αgµν ≡ 0). Then,
according to a proved in [24-preceeding paper] proposition, this is possible if
and only if δΓsrj ≡ 0, provided also that ∇α(δgµν) ≡ 0. The reason is that
only upon fulfillment of these conditions the expression for the commutator
[δ, ∂j ] gµν will be equal to zero
[δ, ∂α] gµν = δ(∇αgµν)−∇α(δgµν)− δΓ
σ
µαgσν − δΓ
σ
ναgσµ = 0. (82)
So, if δΓsrj ≡ 0 and also the independence of the variations δut and δppq
are assumed, then from the expression before δppq in (81) it follows that
Γpjr = Γ˜
p
jr. The last is possible only when u = 0 (then the remaining in (81)
terms will also be zero), but this has to be rejected as contradictory to the
performed projective decomposition.
However, another opportunity exists. Since the partial derivative of the
variation δur also enters (81), it can be considered as a (matrix) system
of four differential equations in respect to the four vector δu. In matrix
notations equation (81) can be written as
∂jδu ≡K˜jδu+ T˜j (83)
where K˜j ≡ K
t
rj is a 4×4 matrix (r, t = 1, 2, 3, 4)
K11j K
2
1j K
3
1j K
4
1j
K12j K
2
2j K
3
2j K
4
2j
K13j K
2
3j K
3
3j K
4
3j
K14j K
2
4j K
3
4j K
4
4j
(84)
and Ktrj denotes the tensor expression, standing before the variation δut in
(81)
Ktrj ≡ H
t
rj − O
t
rj (85)
This formulae can be expressed from (79), and T˜j denotes the four-vector
(column) Tjr (when j is fixed)
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T˜j ≡ Tjr ≡ 2usδΓ
s
jr + 2u
q(Γpjr − Γ˜
p
jr)δppq. (86)
Note that the matrix system (83) is for each j and j = 1, 2, 3, 4,so in fact
there are four such systems. More important, this system is a linear one since
the operation of variation of the four vector u gives another four-vector δu,
not dependent on u. Although K˜j and T˜j depend on u and its derivatives,
they are independent of δu.
The solution of the system (83) for each j can also be written in matrix
notations
δu ≡
∫
eK˜jdxj
[
const. +
∫
T˜je
−
∫
K˜jdxjdxj
]
. (87)
The solution is also for each j, so the couple of indices in (87) has nothing
to do with summation.
It is important to realize that (87) in fact expresses a complicated relation
between the variations δut, δppq and δΓ
s
jr,and therefore, only in the case of
the fulfillment of the last relation, one may define a covariant derivative of
the covariant projection tensor. But in the general case, when the assump-
tion about independent variations δut and δppq is explicitely present, this is
not possible, and one is obliged to investigate the other case with the con-
travariant projection tensor. The above formulaes shall not be further used
because use will be made of the expression (81) for the divergent term ∂jδut.
However, since there will be no such (divergent) terms in the other case in
the next section, such formulaes will no longer be written.
VI. VARIATIONS IN THE CASE OF ZERO-COVARIANT
DERIVATIVE OF THE
PROJECTION TENSOR (WITH CONTRAVARIANT
INDICES)
In general, the approach in his section will be the same as in the preceed-
ing section. Some of the formulaes in it will turn out to be related with the
formulaes in the present section.
The defining equation for the zero-covariant derivative of the projective
tensor with contravariant indices is
∇˜jp
mr ≡ ∂jp
mr + ps(rΓ˜m) ≡ 0. (88)
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Performing the variation of this equation and taking into account expressions
(45) and (41) for the variations δ∂jp
mr and δpsr respectively, the following
equation can be obtained
−ps(rδΓ˜
m)
sj ≡ ∂j
[
V tmrδut
]
+
[
W rtmj −
2
e
u(rgstΓ˜
m)
sj − ∂jV
tmr
]
δut+
+ Zrmqp δΓ
p
jq +
[
Y
pqmr
j − p
(rqpspΓ˜
m)
sj
]
δppq. (89)
On the other hand, from the equation for the Riemannian initial metric
∇jg
mr ≡ ∂jg
mr + gs(rΓ
m)
sj (90)
after substracting (88) and performing the variation, it can be derived that
δ∂j(
1
e
umur) + δ(
1
e
usu(r)Γ
m)
sj +
1
e
usu(rδΓ
m)
sj +
+ δps(r(Γ
m)
sj − Γ˜
m)
sj ) + p
s(rδ(Γ
m)
sj − Γ˜
m)
sj ) ≡ 0. (91)
Making use of the formulaes for the variations in the previous sections,
the variations of the expressions in the first two terms of (91) can be found.
Omitting some cumbersome transformations, the final form for the trans-
formed equation (91) can be explicitely given
∂j
[
5
e2
urutumδut
]
+
[
−
1
e
u(rgm)lus + g
(m
s p
r)l
]
δΓslj−
− ps(rδΓ˜
m)
sj +M
pqmrδppq +N
tmrδut ≡ 0, (92)
where Mpqmrand Nmrtare expressions (A10) and (A11), given in Ap-
pendix A. So far the two independent equations (89) and (92) have been
obtained and they follow naturally from the assumptions about the zero co-
variant derivatives of the metric and the projective tensor.
The term −ps(rδΓ
m)
sj from (89) can be substituted into (92) and in such
a way the two equations can be combined. The resulting equation is
∂j
[
(
5
e2
urutum + V rtm)δut
]
+
[
N rtm +W rtmj −
2
e
u(rgstΓ˜
m)
sj − ∂jV
rtm
]
δut+
+
[
Mpqmr + Y pqmr − p(rqpspΓ˜
m)
sj
]
δppq ≡ 0 (93)
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Surprisingly, in (93) the variation δΓslj is absent, because it has turned
out that the expression before δΓslj is
Zrmls −
1
e
u(rgm)lus + g
(m
s p
r)l ≡ 0. (94)
The first (divergent) term in (93) can be rewritten, using the expression
(81) for the partial derivative of the variation ∂jδut. Further, after this term
is substituted in (93), the derived equation is contracted with urum and use
is made of equation (A6) from Appendix A, according to which
5ut + urumV
tmr ≡ 0. (95)
Due to (95) some terms in the transformed equation (93) will become zero,
and the expression before the variation δΓsjl will also turn out to be zero
2us(5u
l + urumV
lmr)δΓsjl ≡ 0. (96)
Therefore, the transformed equation (93) turns out to be without any diver-
gent term, and moreover, it contains only the variations δut and δppq and not
the variation δΓsjl
δut
[
W rtmj urum − urum∂jV
tmr − 6∂j(
1
e
ur)uru
t − 4∂ju
t −
2
e
(∂ju
r)uru
t
]
+
+δutΓ
p
jq
[
6
e
upu
qut − 2uαuβP tqβαp − 4upp
qt
]
+
+ δppq
[
urumY
pqmr + 2(∂jus)u
qpps − 4Γlsjg
p
l u
suq
]
≡ 0. (97)
Since the variations δut and δppq are independent, the expressions, stand-
ing in front of them must be zero. For example, using the formulae (A8) for
the expression urumY
pqmr, the equation in front of δppq is found to be
(∂ju
q)up − uqΓlsj(3u
sg
p
l + 2g
psul) + g
kpuq(∂juk) ≡ 0. (98)
Contracting with upuq, the following important relation is obtained
∂je = 5u
sulΓ
l
js. (99)
The obtained result can be formulated as follows: in a projection gravitational
theory with zero covariant derivatives of the projection tensor in respect to
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the projection connection the partial derivative of the vector field length
e can be expressed (up to a number factor, which as insignificant may be
omitted ) as the ”twice” projected along the vector field initial connection.
In other words, provided the connection and the vector field are known, the
zero covariant derivative condition sets up a ”certain law”, according to which
the vector field length may change in space and time. This of course means
that under the above assumption for zero covariant derivative the variation
of the vector field length turns out to be an important characteristic.
VII. CONCLUSION
In this paper a formalism has been developed for finding the variations of
the vector field and the projection tensor with covariant and contravariant
indices, and including only the first and not the second partial derivatives.
An essential feature of the developed approach of non-commuting variation
and partial derivative is that the variations are assumed to satisfy a system
of equations, obtained after the variation of the defining system of equations
- two systems of algebraic equations (35) and two systems (19-20) of differ-
ential equations for the derivative of the metric tensor with covariant and
contravariant indices. Of course, in the last system the projective decompo-
sition (7) is assumed to be performed. After finding all the variations and
expressing all of them through variations of the vector field and the projec-
tion tensor with covariant indices only, the case with zero covariant derivative
of the projection tensor has been worked out. This has been motivated by
the presented argumentation in the Introduction for the necessity to compare
the applied here more general approach with the already known and widely
used ADM (3+1) projection approach. As noted, the basic feature of this
approach is the existence of a three-dimensional Riemannian projection met-
ric tensor with a well defined inverse one. This is of course not characteristic
for the more general approach presented here, but mainly due to this reason
the partial and limiting cases such as the ADM approach deserve particular
attention, if the validity of the more general approach has to be tested.
It should be noted that in the present case, because of the defining equa-
tion (17) pmkp
ik ≡ δim −
1
e
uium, the zero-covariant derivative assumption
requires also that the equality
∇˜(
1
e
uium) ≡ 0 (100)
should be fulfilled. Indeed, equation (100), after contraction with uiu
m, gives
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− ∂je + (∇˜ju
i)ui + u
m(∇˜jum) ≡ 0, (101)
which of course is always fulfilled, so there is no contradiction.
The applied approach in Sections IV, V and VI in the paper for consider-
ing the variations of the projection tensor with covariant and contravariant
indices (under the zero-covariant derivative assumption) clearly demonstrates
how important is to combine and relate the results in the two cases. In par-
ticular, it is interesting to see how the divergent term in equation (93) in
Section VI (for the variations of pij) is expressed by means of the equation
for the variations (81), obtained for the previous case of variations of the
projection tensor with covariant indices. Also, for some particular cases it is
of importance which equations are first combined and then - variated, and
which - first variated, and afterwards - combined together. The results in the
both cases turn out to be different, but this gives an opportunity to make
use of all the derived equations.
The main result in this paper is formulae (99), expressing the derivative
of the vector field’s length as a twice projected along the vector field con-
nection. Now let us write down (99) in another way, using the projective
decomposition (7), i.e. usul = g
s
l e− p
s
l e. The new obtained formulae is
∂je = −p
s
lΓ
l
jse+ Γ
s
sje = P
s
sje (102)
and expressing the fact that the vector field’s length is proportional to the
partial derivative of the logarithm of the new connection’s trace P ssj, i.e.
e = ∂j lnP
s
sj (103)
where P ssj = −p
s
lΓ
l
sj +Γ
s
sj.The first term in (102), more exactly - the expres-
sion before e, is the projected with the projection tensor psl initial connection
Γljs, thus accounting the change of the vector field’s length in a reference
system, connected with the vector field u. The second term in (102) is a fa-
miliar one from affine differential geometry, where the notion of an equiaffine
connection is introduced [30] - this is the connection, which presumes the
existence of a covariantly constant vector or tensor field (in [30] called a ”n-
vector”). Since the last means that the covariant derivative of the tensor
field is zero in respect to this connection, an unit volume element does not
change uder a parallel displacement, performed in a space with an equiaffine
connection. More important, the necessary and sufficient condition for a
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connection to be equiaffine is just formulae (103), but in the sense of the
definition in [30] with P ssj ≡ Γ
s
sj. Evidently, in the present case P
s
sj plays the
role of an ”equiaffine” connection. Note also that when psl ≡ δ
s
l ≡ g
s
l and
there is no vector field (see (7 )), from the obtained relation (102) it follows
that ∂je = 0. The equality is fulfilled also when e = 0, so it is seen that the
formulae is consistent and not contradictory.
Although in our case we have used the assumption about zero covariant
derivative, similar to the case of the equiaffine connection, the present formu-
lae is derived within the formalism of non-commuting variation and partial
derivative in respect to the projection tensor. Therefore, the derivation of a
familiar result, but with some physically justified modification, within a dif-
ferent variational approach sets up some interesting questions and problems.
The first problem is that the derived formulae (99) can also be used, after
performing a variation, to find new relations between the variations. Again
an equation for the variations will be obtained, and again from the (equal to
zero) expressions before the variations a new formulae may be obtained for
example for the relation between the projection and the initial connection.
Afterwards, the variation again may be performed and so on, following the
same procedure. In such a way the number of the derived equations may
become infinite. Since the formalism of non-commuting variation and partial
derivative depends on the equations used in the system for the variations,
each time different results will be obtained. That is why here only the defining
equations for the vector field and the projection tensor are used.
The second problem is whether the usual variational formalism with com-
muting δ and ∂j is a limiting case of a more general case of non-commuting
ones. Fortunately, there is a simple way to check this, making use of the found
in Section III variations. Also, a 3+1 decomposition should be performed,
and the already mentioned defining system (35) and (19-20) should be solved
also in the 3+1 decomposition approach. Since the variational formalism in
the ADM approach is based on commutativity, it may be expected that after
the substitution of all the relations in the formulaes for the variations, the
commutator [δ, ∂j ] pkl will turn out to be zero.
It is worth mentioning also that in classical mechanics long time ago in-
vestigations on the commutativity of the variation and the partial derivative
have also been carried out. For example, in [31] it was proved that the varia-
tion (understood as a space displacement) and the time derivative commute,
provided however that the positions of the material point after and before
the variation should be referred to one and the same moment of time. Since
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in a gravitational theory space and time transformations are related, it is
perhaps natural to speak about non-commutativity of the variation and the
partial derivative in some cases.
APPENDIX A
In this Appendix the exact expressions for W tmrj , V
tmr
. ,Y
pqmr
j and Z
rmq
p
will be given. These formulaes are the expressions, standing before the vari-
ations δut, ∂jδut, δppq and δΓ
p
jq respectively in formulae (45).
The exact expression for W tmrj is
W tmrj ≡
2
e
usgmtgkr∂jpks +
1
e
uk∂jp
mk(2gtr +
1
e
utur)− ∂j(
1
e
umptr)−
−
1
e
utur∂j(
1
e
um)− gms(prk −
1
e
uruk)ΓpjqP
tq
ksp +
3
e3
urumutus(∂jus)
+
2
e3
urumutusup∂jg
sp +
1
e2
ur(∂ju
[m)ut] +
2
e2
u[sgt]rum(∂jus). (104)
The expression P tkrms in (A1) is
P tkrms =
2
e
(ptrpmsu
k + ptrp
k
mus) +
3
e2
(pmsu
kutur + p
k
mu
t
.urus)−
4
e3
umu
tukurus +
+
um
e2
[
4ptru
kus − 4usurp
kt − 10psru
kut + 2ptsu
kur + 3p
k
ru
tus
]
+
+
um
e
[
−2psrp
kt + ptsp
k
r +
3
e2
ukuturus
]
. (105)
The square brackets [] in (A1) in respect to the tensor indices mean
antisymmetrization, i.e. [mt] = mt− tm.
The expressions for V tmr. ,Y
pqmr
j and Z
rmq
p are given in the formulaes (A3
- A5) below
V tmr ≡ −
1
e
u(r
[
gm)t +
3
2e
um)ut
]
(106)
Y
pqmr
j ≡ −Γ
l
jn(
1
e
uruqgpnumul+ g
p
l g
r(ngq)m)+ gms(prqpkp−
1
e
gkpuruq)(∂jpks)+
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+ ∂j(
1
e
uruq)gmp +
1
e
pmppkqur∂juk (107)
Zrmqp ≡ −g
r
pp
mq − grqpmp +
1
e
urgmqup +
1
e
urgmp u
q. (108)
Since the twice projected along the vector field u expressions urumW
tmr
j ,
urumV
tmr
. , urumY
pqmr
j and urum∂jV
rmt
. are also used in the calculations in
the preceeding sections, the exact expressions are also given below.
urumW
rtm
j ≡
3
e
ut(∂je)− us(∂jg
ts) +
2
e
utus(∂jus)− u
sukΓpjqP
tq
ksp (109)
urumV
tmr ≡ −5ut (110)
urum(∂jV
tmr) ≡
5
e
utur∂jur − 5∂ju
t (111)
urumY
pqmr ≡ −uqΓljn [eg
pn + 2ungpl ]−u
sgkpuq∂jpks+(∂ju
q)up−
1
e
ur(∂jur)u
qup
(112)
Note that the last term will not give contribution in the expression for
urumY
pqmrδppq because of the property u
puqδppq = 0.
Further, the expressions Mpqmr and Nmrt in (92) can be written as follows
Mpqmr ≡
2
e2
(∂jus)u
qppsumur − ∂j(
1
e
u(r)uqpm)p + Γ˜
(m
sj p
r)q+
+ Γlsj
[
g
(m
l p
r)pgqs −
1
e
g
p
l u
sgq(mur) −
1
e
uqu(r
(
g
p
l g
sm) +
1
2
gpsp
m)
l
)]
(113)
Nmrt ≡
2
e
u(rgm)p Γ˜
p
qjg
qt−
3
e
utu(m∂j(
1
e
ur))−
4
e2
(∂ju
t)urum−
2
e3
(∂ju
s)usu
turum+
+ Γpjq
[
3
e2
u(rupg
m)qut −
1
e
u(rgm)kunP
tq
nkp −
2
e
u(rgm)p p
gt
]
(114)
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